
Right Reporter® Applications

Avman has developed a range of applications for specific verticals using Right Reporter.

Targeted at non-technical end users, the applications require a software programmer to initially connect it to the 
relevant data. After that, authorized end users can design, create and edit their own reports, and administrators can 
jointly view the reports to get an overview of a specific department or location. Available for a range of organizations, 
these applications can be installed as-is or enhanced using Avman’s consulting services.

EDUCATIONAL SUITE

    Title I 

This application is a data capture and maintenance 
system to manage student information required for Title 
I program, which is  part of the No Child Left Behind 
initiatives. The application   supports information 
collection and maintenance screens for students 
enrolled in the program in Pre-K, K thru 7 grades

The package has a light footprint and requires minimal 
resources.. For mid-sized school districts of up to 100 
teachers, the system can be co-located on spare 
servers. No additional database packages are required 
as the application is based on MS-Access.

 For larger school districts, the application can run on 
Sun/HP/AiX and any high performance database like 
Oracle, MySQL, postgreSQL or SQL Server by simply 
changing a single properties file.

 

    Title I Reports 

Based on the  Right Reporter - Enterprise version, this 
provides custom meta-data geared around the Title I 
database. The application comes with the pre-imported 
Title I database so that Title I administrators can start 
creating their own reports immediately.

The application comes with over 50 pre-built reports.

 MEDICAL SYSTEMS

    Front Office 

This application offers a  data capture system that  
allows doctors and patients to enter and view 
information on the web. The application can be installed 
on an intranet or on the Internet.

 The application utilizes the next generation Right 
Reporter Infrastructure to allow users to quickly create 
their own applications.
 
    

    Hospital Information

This  data capture system allows doctors and patients 
to enter and view information on the web. The 
application can be installed on the intranet or on the 
Internet.

The application utilizes Right Reporter Infrastructure to 
enable users to create their own application and allows  
doctors to interface with the system via WAP devices 
such as PDAs and cell phones
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Consulting

Avman’s consulting team focuses primarily on adapting and creating reporting solutions that utilize  its 
proprietary Right Reporter technology . The consulting team works closely with clients to understand their 
requirements and add new features and modules to fit specific organizational needs. In addition, the team 
helps migrate data, create interfaces with existing systems as well as create entirely new applications. Its 
clients include  and  Real.org, Networkmantra, Uniplus Consultants, Global Commerce & Information.

INVENTORY CONTROL

    Glovia Reports 

Based on Right Reporter Enterprise, it contains 
customized meta-data geared around the Glovia 
database. Its  pre-imported Glovia database allows 
Glovia  inventory administrators to  start creating 
reports immediately.

The application comes with over 50 pre-built reports.

    Inventory Reports 

Created around Right Reporter Enterprise,Inventory 
Reports contain customized meta-data geared around 
the Northwind database. Its pre-imported Northwind 
database enables Northwind inventory administrators 
can start  reports immediately.

Right Reporter can also be integrated with any other 
inventory related database.

GOVERNMENT

    

    EPA Reports 

The EPA Reports solution allows users to download 
and import the EPA’s application STORET data  into 
other databases to allow for detailed reporting of 
various non-biological physical, and chemical result 
data, biological results and habitat results information.

Once the database is downloaded, Right Reporter 
allows a variety of reports to be defined and printed. For 
ease of use, EPA Reports also contains predefined 
reports and exported database descriptions.

    Water Reports

Water Reports is a data capture system that connects 
databases such as FoxPro that are created and 
installed by transducers  at the stations. The system 
allows users to configure the data import tools to 
consolidate files and database tables into the reporting 
system.
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